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• Blockchain is distributed ledger technology (DLT) for tamper-proof transactions e.g. 
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. It is secure and transparent. 

• Copyright registration: Blockchain can be used to create a tamper-proof record of 
copyright ownership. This can be public. The Singapore High Court confirmed this with 
caveats. 

• Copyright licensing: Blockchain can be used to create smart contracts that automate the 
licensing of copyrighted works.  This solves costs and speed of certain licensing. 

• Copyright tracking: Blockchain can be used to track the distribution and use of copyrighted 
works. 

• Challenges include scalability, regulation and low awareness.
• ETH is perhaps the most widespread platform in use today.
• Web3.0: URLs and trademarks

I. Blockchain technologies



• Creation and issuing coins involves various IP elements – White Papers, 
underlying code, logos/brands may be protected by copyright (Note: 
Singapore courts have confirmed crypto coins as ‘property’).

• Challenges exist for any IP with the open source nature of the crypto world –
subsistence and ownership hard to show when there are multiple authors, 
often no legal ownerships structures to hold IP, or offshore ownership, or 
unclear ownership, tax havens, etc. (See analogy of the FTX investigations).

• Often little consideration to names and trademarks.
• Entire industry based on anonymity, no central authority, lack of regulation, 

use of tax havens

I. Cryptocurrencies



• NFTs are collectible digital assets stored on a blockchain.
• Used to represent ownership of a wide variety of digital and physical assets, 

including artwork, music, videos, and even real estate.
• Owning NFTs may not give you copyright in underlying works.
• Review the Terms – copyright should be covered, or limited.
• NFT creators are often in trouble if they copy works. 
• Be careful not to reproduce publish or exploit your NFTs commercially.  

I. Non-fungible tokens (NFTs)



• Birkin Hermès NFT case – TMs vs copyright
• French luxury brand Hermès sued the digital artist Mason Rothschild for 

trademark infringement and dilution. Rothschild had created and sold a 
collection of NFTs called "MetaBirkins," which were digital images of Hermès 
Birkin bags covered in faux fur and patterns.

• Hermès argued that Rothschild's NFTs were likely to confuse consumers into 
thinking that they were affiliated with Hermès brand. Rothschild argued that 
his NFTs were protected by the First Amendment as works of art.

• February 2023: New York court ruled in favor of Hermès and awarded Hermès 
$133,000 in damages; June 2023: permanent injunction granted.

I. NFTs – the Birkin case



US Case
• Conceptual artist Ryder Ripps made copies of Yuga Labs' popular Bored Ape 

Yacht Club NFTs.Yuga sued for counterfeiting its tokens; satire, criticism, free 
speech, artistic content, Anti SLAPP issues all arose. First LA court decision, Yuga 
won on Trademarks violation; under appeal to Federal Circuit. 

SG case
• A Singaporean NFT investor used a rare Bored Ape Yacht Club NFT as loan to for 

a loan from an unknown person "ChefPierre."  Loan dispute but court said that 
ChefPierre had infringed the investor's copyright in the NFT by reproducing and 
communicating it to the public without the investor's permission.

I. NFTs - Bored Ape Yacht club cases



• OpenSea, Rarible, etc.
• Primary (art drops) and secondary (resale) markets, often using cryptos.
• Secondary liability? 
• Check Platform Terms 
• Notice & Takedown
• ISP liability 
• Challenges: location, law, Terms

I. NFT Platforms



• Private online 3-D virtual environments; gaming driven, VR & AR interactive. 
• Copyright ownership: Who owns copyright to different metaverse elements: the 

virtual worlds, avatars, and objects? Legal entity and location/jurisdiction 
challenges; User Terms and IP; derivative works, NFT use for objects, Avatars and 
rights of publicity; 

• Copyright licensing: can copyright holders license works for use in the metaverse? 
Content and brand licensing, revenue models. 

• Copyright infringement: detecting and preventing infringement in the metaverse?
• Performances, derivative works and mashup uses.
• Decentralization vs legal persons, jurisdiction, virtual law firms

II. The Metaverse



• Commercial Law Court Barcelona, Spain 
• Mango fashion brand produced NFTs works from the art of 4 

Catalan artists and displayed them in a virtual museum in 
Decentraland. Mango had bought the originals.  

• Spanish collective society for artists: VEGAP sued to remove.  
• NFTs were adaptations and the display was merely linking to 

OpenSea. 
• Preliminary injunction; NFTs placed in custody in the court’s 

own digital wallet. Full trial awaited. 

II. Metaverse case: VEGAP v. Mango



• [Nike] Nike partnered with Roblox to create Nikeland, a 
virtual world where users can play games, customise their 
avatars, and purchase Nike products.

• [Gucci] Gucci partnered with Sandbox to create a virtual 
world where users can explore a variety of Gucci-branded 
experiences, such as a Gucci Villa and a Gucci Art Gallery.

• Decentraland teamed up with Transak to launch its first  
Metaverse ATM – enabling Bitcoin withdrawals to spend 
in Decentraland. 

II. Commercialisation in the Metaverse?



• IOT is network of physical objects that are embedded with sensors, software, and 
other technologies to connect and exchange data.

• Wearables, appliances, vehicles – the list grow yearly
• Copyright ownership in the extensive embedded software and firmware embedded 

in IoT devices. Who owns copyright to data collected and generated by IoT devices?
• Copyright licensing: Numerous licensed works in IoT devices and applications?
• Copyright infringement: potential for copyright infringement for operating 

systems, firmware, and applications; esp. derivative works
• Collision of copyright and data.

III. The Internet of Things (IoT)



• A layering manufacturing process that creates a physical object from a digital model.
• Ownership: Who owns copyright to a 3D printed object? Is it the copyright holder of 

the digital model, the person who 3D printed the object, or someone else?  
• Copyright licensing: How can copyright holders license their works for 3D printing?
• Copyright infringement: How can copyright infringement be detected and prevented 

in 3D printing? 3D printers can be used to easily copy and distribute copyrighted 
works, such as sculptures, toys, and jewelry. Is it reproduction to make a 3d work 
from a 2D drawing? Derivative work issues too. 

• Manufacturing decentralization – over 1 bn USD market in SEA - automotive, 
healthcare, manufacturing, and consumer goods.

IV. 3D printing



• [In 2017] a Singaporean company called Artisphere was sued by Hasbro for 
copyright infringement. Hasbro alleged that Artisphere had 3D printed and sold 
replicas of its copyrighted toys, including Transformers and My Little Pony figures. 
The case was settled out of court, with Artisphere agreeing to stop printing and 
selling the infringing toys.

• [In 2018] a Singaporean man was arrested for 3D printing and selling counterfeit 
iPhone cases. The man was found to have been using 3D printers to create replicas 
of Apple's copyrighted iPhone cases, which he then sold online. He was charged 
with copyright infringement and possession of counterfeit goods.

IV. 3D printing cases



• One of the main AI copyright issues is authorship and 
ownership of rights.

• The story of a Naruto the Sulawesi monkey, 
photographer David Slater and a lawsuit about legal 
capacity to own copyright.

• A quick thanks to Google’ Bard AI.

V. Artificial Intelligence and SEA
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